MIRAGE
Indy Race Car

Function: Warrior
Mode: "Eat My Dust!"

Mirage is a real trickster—like most practical jokers, loves being deceives. An experimental, high-speed weapon created by Megatron to distract the Autobots and their allies. He's a useful assistant, despite being under Megatron's supervision. Enjoys playing tricks on fellow Decepticons. Can appear from nowhere to attack Autobots. Sneaks up and instant teleport attack up to 200 yards. Wilds plasma mine buster and twin missile launchers. Unreliable amongst fellow warriors.

INSTRUCTIONS: Extreme force is not necessary. Some parts are made to detach if excessive force is applied and are designed to be re-attached if separation does occur. Adult supervision may be necessary for younger children.

1 ATTACK MODE
Insert weapon pins up to become missile. Press forward on missile to launch. Replace missiles after launch.

2 Attack Mode
Bring exhaust pipe section all the way back.

3 Attack Mode
Open side sections and position on both sides of the vehicle. Separate tail sections and position each side at waist.

4 Attack Mode
Release head/legs section straight up and then push down as shown.

5 Attack Mode
Rotate leg sections at waist.

6 Attack Mode
Lower only the whole arm section down onto robot's back.

7 Attack Mode
Turn robot foot around. Position head back. Lower arms and rotate them to face forward.

8 Attack Mode
Position robot arms as shown. Rotate weapon up over robot head.
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